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ALYSIS OF ACO STIC EMISSIO COHESIO ESS SOIL
Jeyisanker athi aparanam
ABSTRACT
Acoustic emission is a widely used nondestructi e technique for identification of
structural damage. The AE technique relies on transient energy wa es generated by the
materials during their failure. As for soils the basic causes of acoustic emission are the
mechanisms which are responsible for shearing of soils. Mobilization of shear strength
within a soil itself and the interaction of the soil with the adjacent natural or construction
materials are directly related to the Ie el of acoustic emission in soils. It is en isioned that
acoustic emission signals in deforming soils can be used as an earl warning sign in real
time landslide-monitoring systems.
This thesis study uses a laboratory experimental setup to record the acoustic
emission signals emitted during the shearing of cohesionless soils. Se eral tests were
performed with different rates of shearing with parallel (horizontal) and perpendicular
( ertical) placement of the AE mote- sensor with respect to the shear plane. Since the
original raw signals recorded contain large amounts of noise, it is necessary to de-noise
them. The current study uses wa elet and FFT to de-noise the original signals. The
filtered signals obtained using a elet analysis and FFT are compared to determine the
suitability of the two techniques. The peak AE alues and the time taken to observe an
initial visible peak under different conditions are reported in this study. It is observed that
relatively faster rates of shearing generate more AE signals compared to slower rates of
shearing. In addition the rapid shearing produces initial visible peak AE acti ities within
a short period of time than in slow rate of shearing.
lX
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTIO
1.1 Acoustic Emission
Acoustic Emission (AE) is one of the widel used nondestructi e testing DT)
techniques among the man emerging NDT techniques. The acoustic emission technique
pro ides earl indications of an small deformation that takes place during progressi e
failure. One of the ad antages of AE compared to other NDT techniques is the possibility
to observe damage processes during the entire loading history without an disturbance to
the materials. AE related monitoring techniques reI on the detection of transient elastic
a es emanating from stressed materials during their acti e flo . The induced stress can
be tensile compressi e or shear. A certain strain is associated ith any stress and hence
under the stress the material can expand contract and/or shear. Depending on the stress
Ie el the strain can be elastic strains or permanent (plastic) strains. A material under
stress accumulates energy and a sudden deformation con erts this energy to elastic
a es hich generate acoustic emission signals. Acoustic emission is almost al a s
associated with permanent strains.
Sources of acoustic emission can be classified as folIo s:
1. Dislocation mo ements
2. Phase transformation
3. Friction mechanisms
4. Crack formation and extension
Elastic a es are sound a es generated within a material. These elastic a es
are called stress a e emissions microseisms micro seismic-acti ity and acoustic
emissions. B detecting and quantifying the AE from an acti e stressed material hich
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subsequentl deforms one can assess the stability of the material. ost of the AE a es
are short-time transient e ents or burst signals of significant energ and propagate long
distance in circles in all possible directions. Because of the abo e reason AE testing must
co er large often inaccessible monitored areas.
Often AE signals are not audible because of their 10 amplitude or high
frequency or both. Ho e er b using an appropriate transducer hich con erts
mechanical energy into electrical energ AE a es can be detected. There are arious
types of AE transducers. Among them piezoelectric transducers are ell-pro en and b
far the most .del used for AE testing. Piezoelectric transducers produce electrical
signals proportional to the amplitude of the AE signals or ibration being detected. The
sensor may be located some distance from the source and made to detect the signal
subject to attenuation.
Typical1 AE s stems operate in the frequenc range of 1 kHz to 2 MHz or
greater. The 10 er frequenc limit is imposed b background noises such as friction
outside impacts or process generated signals that tend to mask acoustic emission. The
upper frequenc limit is imposed b attenuation hich tends to limit the range of
detection of acoustic emission signals. A critical part of the AE application process is the
selection of a suitable frequenc range for AE detection and signal processing. It must be
abo e the non-AE related background noises hile pro iding the necessary detection
range (distance/frequenc ) and sensiti ity to AE related signals. This is accomplished b
the selection of AE sensors that operate in arious narro -band or ide-band frequenc
ranges and adoption of electronic signal filtering to remo e un anted noise.
When the acoustic emission source generates pulses the detected signal- is
dependent on the characteristic of a e propagation between the sensor and the source
and that of the sensor. Wa e modes elocit attenuatio~ reflection multiple path and
re erberation are important factors in the propagation ofAE a es. The a e elocity
depends on material a e modes (compression shear surface etc.) and thickness of the
material in hich the a e tra els. When the a e tra els the peak amplitude drops due
to attenuation. The most important causes of attenuation are listed belo .
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1. Geometric spreading of the a eform.
• The amplitude decreases in ersel ith distance in three-dimensional
media or with the square root of distance in two-dimensional media
• Dominant close to the source
2. Absorption or damping in the propagation medium.
• The amplitude usuall decreases exponentiall with distance
• Dominant far from the source
• aterial properties are dependent on the frequenc (higher frequenc AE
signals undergo higher attenuation than 10 er frequenc signals.)
3. Leaking of the a e energ into adjacent media such as contained fluids.
1.2 Acoustic Emission in Soils
The basic generators of acoustic emissions in soils are the mechanisms hich are
responsible for the shear strength of soils. obilization of shear strength components
within the soil itself and due to the interaction of soil with other adjacent natural or
construction materials is direct! related to the Ie el of acoustic emission. When soils are
stressed the respond b reorganizing constituent particles and changing their relati e
positions ·th the consequent generation of stress a es. This is also the main objecti e
of the AE monitoring techniques hich enables the detection of the occurrence of
distress in soil before the de elopment of significant mo ements.
For granular soils the shearing resistance rolling friction and dilatation are the
fundamental attributes of AE. In case of cohesi e soils AE acti ities depend on both
friction and cohesion. In soils frictional components of shear strength are more emitti e
than the cohesion components. Particle size shape gradation and mineral types also
ha e major roles in the frictional components of the acoustic emission. On the other hand
ater content plasticity and stress history ha e major roles in cohesi e component of the
AE.
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1.2.1 Use of Wave-Guides
In most of the non-destructi e tests the transducers are attached direct!
on the structure being monitored. In soils on the other hand attenuation of the elastic
a es as the tra el through the soil can be relati el high depending on the frequenc of
the AE a es. Therefore in soils installation of a e guides is important to a oid the
signal strength loses in detection. onitoring soils using high frequency AE techniques is
largel affected b the high Ie el of attenuation in soils. Since metals ha e a three to four
times of magnitude 10 er attenuation than soils metal a e-guides ha e been found ery
useful in conducting the signals from within the soil mass to be recei ed b AE sensors.
Therefore the uses of a e-guides to monitor AE in soils ha e become commonplace
(Dixon 1999).
A a e-guide is a de ice that couples elastic energy from a structure or other test
objects to a remotel mounted sensor during AE monitoring. It is possible to dri e the
a e-guide into the host soil for short distances. For deeper slopes it is necessary to
install a e-guides in pre-drilled boreholes. The latter method requires a backfill material
to impro e the contact between the host soil and a e-guide. Depending on the backfill
material two possible s stems are a ailable· passi e and acti e a e-guide s stems.
For passi e s stems the annulus around the a e-guide has to be backfilled with
10 AE acti ity material such as cIa s so the installation does not introduce additional
sources of AE into the a e-guide. An recorded AE signal is assumed to emanate from
the deforming host soil itself. Dri en a e-guide s stems can also be defined as passi e
as a result of the a e-guide being in direct contact ith the in-situ material.
Acti e a e-guide s stems are installed hen the monitoring site consists of
cohesi e material. ince the emission Ie els generated in such soils are 10 it is difficult
to obtain strong AE records. Therefore the annulus can be backfilled ith granular soils
such as sand or gra el hich produce strong AE signals and enhance the original signal.
Although the recorded AE data will not relate direct! to the stress state of the host soil it
rna be possible to calibrate the s stem such that the recorded enhanced AE signal can
be related to the magnitude of the general ground deformation of the host soil.
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teel tubes are also used for a e-guides and steel threaded rings are used for
connecting sections of a e-guides. The choice of the steel tube AE a e-guide has the
ad antages that it can be easil fabricated to the required cross section and length and
also possesses a 10 ultrasonic attenuation coefficient. The steel a e-guide s stem
transmits the emission generated b the frictional motion of the soil particles which are
in contact with or close to the a e-guide.
Experiments conducted b Dixon (1999) with two backfill types gra el and sand
sho ed that the former backfill as noisier under small displacements than the latter.
The sand backfill appears to generate 10 magnitude emission 0 er a long time scale
hereas gra el backfill generates high magnitude emission 0 er a short time scale.
In general the acoustic emission signals obtained using transducers are wide band
and consist of broad range of high frequenc components and significant time-based
characteristics and noise. This condition creates difficulties in isuall characterizing the
AE signals in a meaningful manner. Therefore one has to use a sophisticated signal
processing method to analyze the non-stationary AE signals. In this regard the a elet
based multi-resolution approach pro ides a con enient approach for anal zing transient
or time arying signals.
1.3 Research Objectives
The objecti es of this research are to
1. detect and record the acoustic emission (AE) signals emitted during the shearing of a
cohesionless soils (sand)
2. anal ze the recorded AE signals using the a elet theory and
3. compare the properties of de-noised signals obtained from a elet anal sis with
those of Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT).
5
WAVELETT
CHAPTER 2
SFORMS APPLIED TO IDE IFY THE ACO STIC
EMISSIO SIG ALS SOILS
2.1 Wa elet Transforms
While the Fourier transform deals with transforming the time domain components
to the frequenc domain and frequenc anal sis the a elet transform deals .th scale
anal sis. The later approach is known as multi-resolution anal sis. To approximate
chopp signals for man decades scientists ha e anted more appropriate functions
than the sine and cosin (base functions) hich comprise Fourier anal sis. cale anal SIS
deals with creating mathematical structures that pro ide arying time/frequenc /
amplitude slices for anal sis. This transform is a portion or one or a fe c des of a
complete a eform hence the term a elet.
Lo\ I\rfrequencie A _
are better ' '-"
re 01 ed in
frequen
Time
High
frequencies
are better
re 01 ed in
tim
Figure 2.1 Typical Wavelet Transforms
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The a elet transfonn has the ability to identify frequenc (or scale) components
and ith their location(s) in a time scale. Additionall computations are direct!
proportional to the length of the input signal. In a elet anal sis the scales pIa a major
role. a elet algorithms process data at different scales or resolutions. If one looks at a
signal with a large "windo "one ould notice gross features. imilarl if one looks at a
signal with a small "windo "one ould notice relati el small discontinuities as shown
in Figure 2.1. One a to achie e this is to ha e short high-frequenc fme scale
functions and long 10 -frequenc ones.
B defmition sine and cosine functions are non-local stretching out to infmity
and therefore do a poor job in approximating sharp spikes. On the other hand with
a elet anal sis one can use approximate functions that are contained neat! in fmite
(time/frequenc ) domains. a elets are ell-suited for appro imating data with sharp
discontinuities. The a elet anal sis procedure usuall adopts a a elet prototype
function called an "anal zing a elet" or "mother a elet." Temporal anal sis is
perfonned with a contracted high-frequenc ersion of the prototype a elet hile
frequenc anal sis is perfonned ith a dilated 10 -frequenc ersion of the prototype
a e1el. Because the original signal or function can be represented in tenns of a a elet
expansion (using coefficients in a linear combination of the a elet functions) data
operations can be perfonned using onI the corresponding a elet coefficients.
The flexibility of the anal zing a elet is a major difference between the 0
types of anal ses and is important in detennining the results of the anal sis. The wrong
a elet rna be no better (or e en far orse than) than the Fourier anal sis. Hence a
successful application presupposes some e pertise on the part of the user. orne prior
kno ledge about the signal must generall be a ailable in order to select the most
suitable distribution and adapt the parameters to the signal. Some of the most common
a elet types are shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 Common Wavelet Functions (Bruce, 1996)
2.2 Comparison of a elet Anal sis ith Fourier Anal sis
While a typical Fourier transform pro ides frequenc content information for
samples within a gi en time interval a perfect a elet transform records the start of one
frequenc (or e ent) and then the start of a subsequent e ent .th amplitude added to or
subtracted from the base e ent. The main disad antage of a Fourier transform is that it
has on! frequenc resolution and no time resolution hich means that although one
might be able to determine all of the frequencies present in a signal' one ould not kno
at hat time the appear.
In a elet anal sis on the other hand the use of a full scalable modulated
windo sol es the signal-cutting problem. The indo is shifted along the signal and for
e ery position the spectrum is calculat d. Then this process is repeated man times .th a
slight! shorter (or longer) windo for e ery ne c cleo In the end the result '11 be a
collection oftime-frequenc representations of the signal all with different resolutions.
Because of this collection of representations one can speak of a multi-resolution anal sis.
In the case of a elets one normall does not speak about time-frequenc representations
but about time-scale representations.
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2.3 The Continuous Wavelet Transform
athematicall the process of Fourier anal sis is represented b the Fourier
transform:
co
f (w) = Jf (t ) e - jwt dt
-co
(2.1)
Which is the sum 0 er the entire time domain of the signal f(t) multiplied b a
comple e ponential hich contains sine and cosine functions. The results of the
transform are the Fourier coefficients f() hich hen multiplied b the corresponding
sinusoid of frequenc ield the constituent sinusoidal components of the original signal.
GraphicalI the transformation process can be shown as in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 illustration of Fourier Transforms
imilarl the continuous a elet transform (CWT is defined as the sum 0 er the
entire time of the signal multiplied b scaled shifted ersions of the a elet function
wet) (Equation (2.3) . The results of the C T are man a elet coefficients C t
(Equation (2.2)) hich are functions of scale and position. When using a real function
C ., = If(t)'!' ,(t)dt
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2.2)
(2.3)
Wt.s is the mother a elet used for scaling and translation. The ariables s and -r
are scale factor and translation factor respecti el . The primary requirements of the wet)
are that the integral of the a elet 0 er the entire time domain must be zero (Equation
(2.4)) and square integral of wet) must satisfy the admissibility condition (Equation (2.5)).
cof\}J (t)dt =0 (2.4)
'¥ (1)1 dt ( 00 (2.5)
Shifting a a elet simpl means dela ing or hastening its onset. athematicall
dela ing a function f(t) b -r is represented b f(t--r). Figure 2.4 illustrates the a elet wet)
and shifted a elet W(t--r).
'¥(t -r
+Ot----..-.,~r++f~~_
t
Way at function Shifted wavef function
Figure 2.4 Effect of Shifting
ultipl ing each coefficient b the appropriatel scaled and shifted a elet
ields the constituent a elets of the original signal f(t) (Equation (2.6)).
f(t) = ffCs.t \}J S,t (t)dsd '[
10
(2.6)
2.4 Scaling
Scaling allo s one to either narro down the frequenc band of interest or
determine the frequenc content in a narro er time interval. s illustrated in Figure 2.5
scaling a a elet simpl means stretching or compressing it. athematicall this can be
achie ed b introducing a scale factor often denoted b a. For example the effect of
the scale factor on sinusoids is seen in Figure 2.6.
, .,
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....
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. ~
':.: Transform~
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Signal Constituent wall8/ets of different scales and positions
Figure 2.5 lliustration of Wavelet Transforms
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Figure 2.6 Effect of Scale Factors on Sinusoids
The scale factor a is applicable to a elets in a similar a. The smaller the
scale factor the more "compressed" the a elet is.
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a =.4f t) = ",(4t) ;
ft = ",(f a = 1
It:-o 9t) 4:-00
f t ",(2 t 1= a = 2
,,~ .11() ..:.-
Figure 2.7 Effect of Scale Factor on a elets
It is clear from Figures 2.6 and 2.7 that, for a sinusoid sin (cot the scale factor is
in ersel related to the radian frequenc co. irnilarl
related to the frequenc of the signal.
.th a elet anal sis the scale is
2.5 Sequence of Steps to Obtain a Continuous Wa elet Transform (CWT)
As shown in Equation (2.2) the continuous a elet transfonn is the sum of the
segments of the original signal multiplied b scaled shifted ersions of the a elets 0 er
the entire time domain of the signal. This process produces a elet coefficients that are
functions of scale and position.
The following are the steps to be folIo ed in creating a CWT:
1. Consider a gi en a elet and compare it to a section at the start of the original
signal.
2. Calculate a number C that represents ho closel correlated the a elet is with
this section of the signal. The higher C is the higher the correlation is. More
precisel if the signal energy and the a elet energ are equal to one C rna be
interpreted as a correlation coefficient.
It must be noted that the results will depend on the shape of the a elet one
chooses (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.8 Comparison of a Wavelet with a Segment of a Signal
3. hift the a elet to the right and repeat steps 1 and 2 until one has co ered the
entire signal (Figure 2.9).
SignaJ
Wavelet
---J~WV0
.
¢~
.
Figure 2.9 Comparison of Shifted Wa elet with Signal
4. Change the scale (stretch) of the a elet (Figure 2.10) and repeat steps 1 through
4.
5. Repeat steps 1 through 4 for all selected scales.
s~n~~~
- -.
.
C = 0.2247
Figure 2.10 Comparison of Scaled Wavelet with Signal
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When the entire process is complete one has the coefficients produced at different
scales b different sections of the signal. The coefficients represent the results of
regression of the original signal performed on the a elets.
2.6 Relationship Between Scale and Frequenc
The higher scales correspond to the most "stretched" a elets. The more
stretched the a elet the longer the portion of the signal with hich it is being
compared and thus the coarser the signal features being measured b the a elet
coefficients.
+
SignaJ
Wavelet
(a) Low scale (b)High scale
Figure 2.11 Different Scale Wa elets
Thus the following correspondence e ists between a elet scales and frequenc as
re ealed by a elet anal sis:
• Lo scale corresponds to a compressed a elet. It is useful for rapidl changing
details and high frequenc (co).
• High scale corresponds to a stretched a elet. It is useful for slo I changing
coarse features and 10 frequenc (co).
2.7 The Discrete Wavelet Transform
Calculating the a elet coefficients at e ery possible scale using continuous
a elet transform (CWT) is a tedious exercise that generates excessi e data. To
o ercome this problem and get a manageable count of data discrete a elets ha e been
introduced. Discrete a elets can onI be scaled and translated in discrete steps. This
can be achie ed b modifying the mother a elet representation in Equation (2.3) to
Equation (2.7).
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\}I (t) = _1_\}I(t - kTo t J
1.k G 1VSo 0
(2.7)
Where j and k are integers and So > 1) is a fixed dilation step. In general the
translation factor ('to) depends on the dilation step. common choice for So and 'to are 2
and 1 respecti el (Equation (2.8» hich lead to ad adic sampling grid.
(2.8)
Then the discretized a elet transform (D T) pair can be gi en in Equation
(2.9).
d1.k = fJ(t).\}I1 ok (t)dt (2.9
Where dj kare the discrete a elet transform alues gi en on a scale-location grid
of indices j k. For the discrete a elet transform the alues dj,k are known as a elet
coefficients or detail coefficients. An arbitrary signal f(t) can be reconstructed b
summing the orthogonal a elet basis functions eighted b the a elet transform
coefficients djok.
CQ
J(t) = L Ldjk·\}I1k(t)
1=--«J k=--«J
(2.10
Orthonormal d adic discrete a elets are associated .th scaling functions and
their dilation equations. The scaling function (~) is associated ·th smoothing of the
signal and has the same form as the a elet gi en b
(2.11)
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The ha e the property
cof¢o,o (t)dt =1
-co
(2.12)
Where ¢ o,o(t)= ¢ (t) is sometimes referred to as the father scaling function or
father a elet. The scaling function is orthogonal to translations of itself but not to
dilations of itself. The scaling function can be con 01 ed .th the signal to produce
appro imation coefficients as folIo s:
(2.13)
A continuous approximation of the signal at scale j fj(t)) can be generated b
summing a sequence of scaling functions at this scale factored b the appro imation
coefficients as folIo s:
co
f t) = Lajok¢jok (t (2.14)
k=-<n
Figure 2.12(a) sho s a simple scaling function together ·th 0 of its
corresponding dilations at that location. Figure 2. 12(b) sho s one period of a sine a e
contained .th a windo . Figure 2.12(c) sho s arious approximation of the sine a e
generated using Equations (2.13 and (2.14).
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Figure 2.12 Smooth Approximation of a Sine Wa e sing a Block Pulse Scaling
Function
One can represent a signal fl t) using a combined series expansion using both the
approximate coefficients and the a elet (detail) coefficients as folIo s:
~ k ~
f(t) = LaJO,k¢jo,k(l) + L IdJ,k \{Jj,k(t)
k=~ J=~n=~
(2.15)
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Figure 2.13 Ho an Infinite Set of Wa elets is Replaced by One Scaling Function
A more detailed theory on multi-resolution anal sis can be found in Addison
(2002).
2.8 One-Stage Filtering: Approximations and Details
Elimination of noise is a central part for the application of a elet algorithms.
The frequenc filter is used to eliminate un anted frequenc ranges and matches the
measurement chain to the requirements of the application. For man signals the 10 -
frequenc content is the most important part hich gi es the signal its identity. The high-
frequenc content, on the other hand imparts fla or or nuance. Considering the human
oice if one remo es the high-frequenc components the oice sounds different but one
can still tell hat is being said. Ho e er if one remo es enough of the 10 -frequenc
components one hears gibberish.
In a elet anal sis filtering is performed to separate approximations (A) and
details (D). The approximations are the high-scale 10 -frequenc components of the
signal. The details are the 10 -scale high-frequenc components. The filtering process
at its most basic Ie el can be illustrated in Figure 2.14.
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Filters II ~hlgh-pass
Figure 2.14 One Stage Filter
In Figure 2.14 the original signal S passes through 0 complementary filters
and emerges as two signals. nfortunatel if one actuall performs this operation on a
real digital signal .th 1000 samples then the resulting signals will each ha e 1000
amples for a total of2000 (Figure 2.15). B observing the computation carefull one
rna keep on! one data point out of 0 in each of the 0 1000-length samples to obtain
the complete information. This is the notion of down sampling in hich one produces
o sequences called cA and cD (Figure 2.16). These are also called discrete a elet
transform coefficients.
~ -1000 samQIJ::i
1000 samples
-1000 samples
Figure 2.15 One Stage Filter with Thousand Samples
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CD-
troo samples
-500 wets
-500 wets
Figure 2.16 Down Sampling
As an example a one-stage discrete a elet transform of a signal will be a pure
sinusoid ith high-frequenc noise added to it. A schematic diagram ·th real signals
inserted into it is shown in Figure 2.17.
cD High Frequency
S -mowoo§Z§
I\IV\
'em data pods cA Low Frequency
LM-CD-f\M
-500 DWT coefficients
Figure 2.17 Schematic Diagram with Real Signals
It i noticed that the detail coefficients cD are small and consist main! of a high-
frequenc noise hile the approximation coefficients cA contain much less noise than
does the original signal. One rna observe that the actual lengths of the detail and
approximation coefficient ectors are slightl more than half the length of the original
signal. This has to do with the filtering process hich is implemented b con 01 ing the
signal ·th a filter. Thus the con olution "smears" the signal introducing se eral extra
samples into the result.
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2.9 ultiple-Le el Decomposition
a elet transform is constituted b different Ie els. The major factor that affects
the number of Ie els one can reach to acme e the satisfactory noise remo al results is the
signal-to-noise ( ) in the original signal. Generall the signals from the piezoelectric
. Therefore to process the acoustic emission data, one needs
more Ie els of a elet transform to remo e most of its noise. The decomposition process
can be carried out so that one signal is broken down into man 10 er resolution
components. This process is called the multi-Ie el decomposition and the product is
termed the a elet decomposition tree.
Figure 2.18 ultiple Level Decomposition
The a elet decomposition tree of a signal can ield aluable information
regarding the signal. oise in the signal is captured in the detail coefficients particularl
in the small coefficients at higher Ie els in the decomposition. B zeroing or shrinking
these coefficients one can get smoother reconstructions of the input signal. This is done
b specifying a threshold alue for each Ie el of detail coefficients and then zeroing or
shrinking all the detail coefficients belo this threshold alue.
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Figure 2.19 ultile el Filtering
The coefficients cAl cA2 and cA3 shown in Figures 2.18 and 2.19 are the
approximate coefficients computed using the a elet anal sis at Ie el 1 Ie el 2 and Ie el
3 respecti el . imilarl the coefficients cD I cD2 and cD3 are the detail coefficients
computed using the a elet anal sis at Ie el 1 Ie el 2 and Ie eI 3 respecti eI .
It has been e plained abo e ho the discrete a eIet transform can be used to
anal ze or decompose signals. This process is called the decomposition or anal sis. The
other half of the story is ho those components can be assembled back into the original
signal without loss of information (Figure 2.20). This process is called the reconstruction
or s nthesis. The mathematical manipulation that effects synthesis is called the in erse
discrete a elet transforms (Equation 2.15).
Figure 2.20 Reconstruction of Signal
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This chapter e plains both continuous a elet transform and discrete a elet
transform. Ho e er due to large amount of discrete and non-stationary AE data obtained
in this stud a fast algorithm is needed to anal ze the data. Therefore the particular
technique of discrete a elet transform (D T is selected for acoustic emission data
anal sis in Chapter 4.
2.10 umerical Example
2.10.1 The Forward Transform
The forward Haar a elet transform can be described in terms of a eraging and
differencing adjacent pairs of data alues at a sequence of geometricall increasing
Ie els. The computation of a erages (appro imate coefficients) and differences (detail
coefficients) can be obtained using Equations 2.9 2.14 2.16 and 2.17.
Haar mother a elet lj/{t):
1
11 O~t(-
lj/{t) = 2
-1 -l~t(l
Haar scaling function ¢ (t) :
o~ t( 1
otherwise
2.16)
(2.17)
Practicall if a data set {so SI ... S -I} contains elements there ill be /2
approximate coefficients aj (a erages) and /2 detail coefficients d j (differences)
Addition 2002). The a erages become the input for the next Ie el in the decomposition
calculation. The recursi e iterations continue until a single a erage and a single
coefficient are calculated. One can deri e the Equations (2.18) and (2.19) using the
Equations (2.9) (2.14) (2.16) and (2.17) to compute the coefficients from an odd and
e en element in the data set.
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5, + 1+1a ----
i- 2
d = 5, - 11
I 2
Where Sj and Sj+1 are the ith and (i+1 th elements in the data set respecti el
Table 2.1 A Sample Acoustic Emission Data
(2.18)
(2.19)
Sample o. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Signal (mV) 37 35 28 28 58 18 21 15
Table 2.1 sho s a sample data set consisting of acoustic emission signals in mY.
Considering the sample data from Table 2.1 and using the Equations (2.18) and (2.19)
the appro imate coefficients (aj and detail coefficients (dj) are computed as folIo s:
First select 0 adjacent odd and e en elements.
Let sj=37 and Sj 1=35
sing Equation (2.18) and the selected data of Sj and Sj 1 the approximate
coefficient (aj) is computed as folIo s:
= 37 + 35 = 36ai 2
Similarl using the Equation (2.19) and the selected data of Sj and Sj 1 the detail
coefficient (dj) is computed as folIo s:
d = 37 - 35 = 1
i 2
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Table 2.2 represents the completed transformation of the data set in Table 2.1.
The first ro in Table 2.2 is the original signal. The second ro in Table 2.2 is generated
b using Equations (2.18) and (2.19). The coefficients computed using Equation (2.18)
are written in the first four places and the coefficients computed using Equation (2.19)
are written in the remaining four places consecuti el . Computations are repeated on the
appro imate coefficients bile the detail coefficients are retained in each step.
Table 2.2 Complete Transformation of the Signal
Signal (mV) 37 35 28 28 58 18 21 15
Le el (1) 36 28 38 18 1 0 20 3
Le el (2) 32 28 4 10 1 0 20 3
Le el (3) 30 2 4 10 1 0 20 3
Appro imate Coefficients (aj) Detail Coefficients (d j)
2.10.2 The Inverse Transform
One can deri e the Equations (2.20) and (2.21) using the Equations (2.15) (2.16)
and (2.17) to reconstruct the original and truncated signals. s shown in Equation (2.20)
the ith approximate coefficient (aj) and the ith detail coefficient (dj) are added to
reconstruct the ith data (Sj) in a particular Ie el. These aj and djare computed using the
forward transform described in ection 2.7.
(2.20)
(2.21)
Considering the transformed data in Ie el (1) from Table 2.2 and using the
Equations (2.20) and (2.21) the original data Sj and Sj I are computed respecti el . For
e ample select an approximate coefficient (aj) and the corresponding detail coefficient
(d i) as folIo s:
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sing the Equation (2.20) and the selected coefficients of ai and d j the original
data (Sj) is computed as follo s:
= 36+1 =37
Similarl using the Equation (2.21) and the selected coefficients of aj and dj the
original data (Si+l) is computed as follo s:
, I = 36-1 =35
From these sample calculations one can understand ho the Haar a elet
transforms ork in cases of decomposition and reconstruction. B continuing this
decomposition until a single approximate coefficient and a single detail coefficient are
calculated one can obtain the complete transformation of the sample data as shown in
Table 2.2.
2.10.3 Thresholding Decomposed Signal
The process of thresholding is carried out on detail coefficients. There are man
methods for setting the threshold. The most time-consuming a is to set the threshold
limit on a case-b -case basis. The limit is selected such that satisfactory noise remo al is
acme ed. For a particular threshold alue the detail coefficients in Table 2.2 hich are
less than or equal to that particular threshold alue are replaced b zeros.
Consider a threshold of 2 for this transform. Thus detail coefficients hich are
less than 2 or equal to 2 become 0 as shown in the Ie el3 of Table 2.3. These updated
alues are shown in blue-shaded cells. Once the thresholding is completed one can
reconstruct the signal using Equations (2.20) and (2.21) from the coefficients in the Ie el
(3T) of Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3 Reconstruction of Data Using a Threshold Value 2
3
20 3Le el (3T) 30 4 10
Le el 2) 30 30 4 10
Le el (1) 34 26 40 20
Filtered
34 3 26 26
signal (mV)
o
o
60
o
o
20
20
20
23
3
3
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Repetitions of the abo e reconstruction procedure 'th threshold alue of3 4
and 10 ield results shown in Tables 2.4 - 2.6.
Table 2.4 Reconstruction of Data sing a Threshold Value 3
3
Set Zeros with a Threshold Value 3
Le el (3T) 30 4 10
Le el (2) 30 30 4 10 0 0 20 0
Le el (1) 34 26 40 20 0 0 20 0
Filtered
34 34 26 26 60 20 20 20
signal (mV)
Table 2.5 Reconstruction of Data Using a Threshold Value 4
3
Le el (3T) 30
Le el (2) 30 30 0 10 0 0 20 0
Le el (1) 30 30 40 20 0 0 20 0
Filtered
30 30 30 30 60 20 20 20
signal (mV)
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Table 2.6 Reconstruction of Data sing a Threshold Value 10
3
(J I - , - -, : - ()' .~. ~" (, : I
! . : j - ~ , • -Le el (3T) 30
Le el (2) 30
Le el (1) 30
Filtered
30
signal (m )
30
30
30
o
30
30
o
30
30
o
o
50
o
o
10
20
20
20
30
o
o
30
Finall Figure 2.28 graphicall represents the original signal (Table 2.1) and the
filtered signals obtained from Tables 2.3 - 2.6 with different threshold alues.
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Figure 2.21 Plots of Original and Filtered Signal
As shown in Figure 2.21 the smaller threshold alues 2 3 and 4 smoothen the
small peak alues with no significant change in the a e pattern. Also no significant
change occurs on the maximum peak alue of original signal. On the other hand the
threshold alue 10 not onI changes the peak alue significantl but also changes the
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a e pattern of the original signal. From these results one can conclude that the selection
of an appropriate threshold alue is a ital step in the filtering process.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIME AL SETUP AND DATA COLLECTIO
3.1 Introduction
This section describes the details of the different experimental setups and shearing
conditions under hich acoustic emission data as collected.
3. 2 Shearing Procedure
A 12 x 12 x 16 ooden shear box (Figures 3.1 and 3.2) as constructed for
inducing direct shear on a sand sample. To maintain a constant rate of shear an electric
scre jack as first attached to the upper half of the shear box (Figure 3.1). The
operation of electric jack created noise hich made it difficult to differentiate the actual
AE signals due to the shearing from the total AE signals that contained the surrounding
noise. In order to a oid this problem the electric scre jack as replaced b a manuall
operated scre jack (Figure 3.2). Approximate constant shearing rates of one c de of
re olution of the scre jack per enty seconds and one c de ofre olution of the scre
jack per ten seconds ere respecti el used in slo and fast shearing modes.
Figure 3.1 Shear Box with Electric Screw Jack
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Figure 3.2 Shear Box with anual Screw Jack
Figure 3.3 Universal Micro-Tribometer
Figure 3.4 Mote Acoustic Emission Sensors with Circuit Board
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The following steps ere used for the data collection process:
I. The bottom part of shear bo as filled ith sand placed in successi e la ers.
Each la er as compacted using surface ibration.
2. The sensor as laid just belo the shear plane. Then sand as filled up to the top
of the shear box .th frequent surface ibration.
3. Approximatel 80 lbs of surcharge as applied on the sand.
4. The built-in sensor circuits ere remo ed from the uni ersal icro Tribometer
(Fig. 3.3) and the external AE sensor circuit board (Fig.3.) as connected to the
abo e machine.
5. To collect continuous AE signals the T-2 s stem software as set up.
6. The ertical pins from the shear bo ere remo ed and then the manual scre
jack as operated ith an approximate constant rate.
7. The AE data sa ed in the computer as downloaded as te t files.
3.3 Data Acquisition
T 0 different data acquisition s stems ere emplo ed to acquire the acoustic
emission signals.
In the first data acquisition s stem the following instruments ere used:
I. PCS64i Oscilloscope (Figure 3.5)
2. ideband AE Sensors (Figure 3.6)
3. ooden Shear Box (12 x12' xl6 ) (Figure 3.2)
4. Computer
Because of the following difficulties encountered in the abo e experimental setup an
alternati e (second) option as selected to complete the task.
I. oise created b instrumentation itself
2. oise created b connectors
3. Unsupporti e software platform (DOS) to record the transient signals
4. eed for a higher triggering alue
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In the second data acquisition s stem the following instruments ere used:
1. Uni ersal ·cro-Tribometer (Figure 3.3)
2. ote- ensor ·th circuit board (Figure 3.4)
3. ooden Shear Box (12' x12 x16) (Figure 3.2)
4. Computer
3.3.1 PCS64i Oscilloscope
In the first experimental setup A PCS64i digital storage oscilloscope (Figure 3.5)
as used to observe the signals hich ere obtained from two different types of wide
band sensors designed for acoustic emission monitoring. The are D9204 and ISR3
bought from Ph sical Acoustics Corporation. During the first stage of the e perimental
process along with the PCS64i digital storage oscilloscope and the abo e two types of
acoustic emission sensors a band pass filter the ooden shear box (Figure 3.2) and a
computer .th icrosoft indo s 98 platform ere used.
The PC 64i is a digital storage oscilloscope hich uses a compatible computer
and its monitor to displa acquired a eforms. All standard oscilloscope functions are
a ailable in the supplied DOS or indo s programs. Its operation resembles that of a
normal oscilloscope with the difference that most operations in the former can be
performed using the mouse. Apart from its use as an oscilloscope the unit can also be
used as a spectrum anal zer up to 16 MHz and also as a transient signal recorder for
recording oltage ariations for the comparison of two oltages 0 er a longer period. The
oscilloscope and transient recorder operations can be performed on two completel
separated channels with a sampling frequenc up to 32 MHz in real time.
(a) Front (b) Rear
Figure 3.5 PCS64i, Digital Storage Oscilloscope
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3.3.2 Acoustic Emission Piezoelectric Sensors
The AE sensor is a detection de ice such as a piezoelectric transducer that
transforms the particle motion produced b an elastic a e into an electrical signal. The
piezoelectric sensor consists of a piezoelectric element encapsulated in e truded
aluminum housing. ince piezoelectric sensors are the most appropriate for AE testing
irtuall all acoustic a e de ices and sensors use piezoelectric material. The are also
robust and more sensiti e than other sensing techniques. Since the AE signals are
relati el eak a preamplifier is generall connected to the sensor to minimize the noise
interference and pre ent the signal loss. Sometimes the sensor and the preamplifier are
built as one unit.
The acoustic properties of the medium here the measurement is made are ery
important in the design and selection of appropriate transducers. Transducers must also
·thstand the se ere effects of eather changes biological acti ity h drostatic pressure
and extreme temperature conditions.
AE sensors are either single-ended (S) or differential (D) in construction. The
single-ended design emplo s a single crystal to pro ide high sensiti ity and omni-
directional response to the AE excitation regardless of orientation. The differential
designs pro ide common mode rejection of un anted signals in en ironments of high
electromagnetic interference. Common-mode rejection is the ability of a balanced (or
differential) input to reject the part of the incoming signal hich has the same amplitude
and phase on both input terminals referenced to ground. Hence this is the ability to
respond to onI differences at the input terminals.
The sensors used in the first experimental setup are .deband differential and
piezoelectric with a integral cable (Figure 3.6). ideband sensors are typicall used in
research applications or other applications here a high fidelity AE response is required.
In research applications here frequenc anal sis of the AE signal is required .deband
AE sensors are useful in helping determine the predominant frequenc band of AE
sources for noise discrimination and selection of a suitable 10 er cost general purpose
AE sensor. In high fidelity applications arious AE a e-modes can be detected using
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ideband sensors thus pro iding more information about the AE source and distance of
the AE e ent.
In the second experimental setup an AE piezoelectric mote-sensor as used in
conjunction ith the ni ersal icro-Tribometer (Figure 3.3). The later has been
manufactured to monitor the nanomachining process including the delamination defects.
Figure 3.6 Wide Band Acoustic Emission Sensors
3.3.3 niversal Micro-Tribometer (UMT)
This multi-specimen test s stem (Figure 3.3) has been de eloped for stud ing the
chemical mechanical planarization (CMP). It is equipped with acoustic emission (AE)
and coefficient of friction (CoF) sensors and the required data acquisition s stems.
During the current experimental process these built-in AE and friction sensors ere
disconnected from the data acquisition s stems and an external AE sensor ith the circuit
board Figure 3.4 as connected to the data acquisition s stems.
In each trial AE data ere collected and downloaded in the text fonnat. Se eral
tests ere completed using the abo e test setup ith horizontal and ertical placement of
the sensor as ell as different rates of shearing. Table 3.1 pro ides the designations used
to identify different testing conditions.
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Table 3.1 Test Designations
Placement of Sensor Rate of Shearing Test Designation
Fast HFl HF2 HF3
Horizontal Placement of
10 H 1 HS2
ensor
0 hear S
Fast VFI VF2
Vertical Placement of 10 VSI V 2
Sensor ormal VN
o Shear S
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CHAPTER 4
ALYSIS OF DATA
4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the methods used to anal ze the acoustic emission (AE)
data collected from ni ersal icro Tribometer T) (Chapter 3). The concepts of
a elets and Fast Fourier Transform are the two primary methods used for data
processing. First the a elet theory as used for de-noising the acoustic emission
signals and then the de-noised signals ere compared .th the similarl de-noised signals
obtained using Fourier anal sis.
Data obtained from the AE mote-sensor as sa ed in the computer and then
downloaded into text files. These text files are gi en in the Appendix A. The downloaded
text format data are transformed into Excel spreadsheets and used for the anal sis. For
signal processing TLAB built-in functions with codes de eloped b the author ha e
been used. ost of the common mother a elet functions (Section 2.1) used for data
anal sis with different Ie els are built-in ith the TLAB a elet toolbox. Data ere
anal zed using discrete a elet transform ith Daubechies mother a elet and scale
functions (Addison 2002).
Figures 4.1 to 4.3 are the sample plots of downloaded data obtained under
different conditions. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate the plot of acoustic emission with noise
ersus time obtained with the horizontal and ertical placement of the mote-sensor during
the process of shearing respecti el . Figure 4.3 sho s the data obtained under the same
experimental setup with no shear condition. These plots are compared in detail in ection
4.4.
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Plot of Data obtained in HFI with Horizontal Placement of ote- nsor
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Figure 4.1 Data Obtained with Horizontal Placement of ote-Sensor
(Shearing Rate: Fast) - HFI
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Figure 4.3 Data Obtained o Shear Condition
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4.2 se of the MATLAB Wavelet Toolbox for Acoustic Emission Signal Processing
The a elet Toolbo extends the TLAB technical computing en ironment "th
graphical tools and command-line functions for de eloping a elet-based algorithms for
the anal sis de-noising and compression of signals. a elet anal sis pro ides more
precise information about signal data than other signal anal sis techniques such as the
Fourier transforms.
The a elet Toolbox supports the interacti e e ploration of a elet properties and
I-D and 2-D applications in communications and geoph sics. The a elet Toolbox
supports a full suite of a elet anal sis and synthesis operations listed belo :
• Achie e high rates of signal or image compression with irtuall no loss of
significant data
• Restore nois signals
• Disco er trends in nois or faulty data
• Stud the fractal properties of signals
• Extract information-rich features for use in classification and pattern recognition
applications
The following figures illustrate the major steps folIo ed during the data anal SIS
using MATLAB. The startup windo is shown in Figure 4.4.
Launch Pad 0@
? Currert Directory: IC:-..cATLA86p5\wortc
Command ¥l4ndow 0@
U:5inq Toolbox Path Cach~. Typ~ "h~lp toolbox.Jlath_cach~" tor I
Toolbox~:5
To q~t :5te.r~d, :5~l~ct "KATLAB Help" fro. the Help .enu.
»
. ~ -=<===========::::::::::::==============~
Current Directory
Command HistOl'"Y 0(~)
Figure 4.4 Startup Window of the TLAB Program to Select Wavelet Tool Box
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S -r dT 110pecla Ize 00 S -
SWT Oe-noi - g 1-0
Density E .- .- 1-0
Regression E - lion 1-0
Wavelet Coefficie s Selection 1-0- uous Wavelet 1-0
____T_:_~_~_~_I:_n;_~_n_a_1 II
Wavelet Packet 2-D ,
Specialized Tools 2-D
SWT De-no" - g 2-D
Wavelet Coefficie s Selection 2-D
--W-avelet-W-"-:-:-:-~-D~-'-' __II 1----Ex-te......ns-ion---~11
Figure 4.5 Selection Window for I-D and 2-D Continuous and Discrete Signals
After selecting the a elet tool box the windo in Figure 4.5 ·11 appear on the
screen. From this windo one can ha e two selections for 1D with different graphical
options such as a elet I-D and a elet packet I-D. The data must be in the mat
format in order to import them into the MATLAB tool box. Using the TLAB codes
de eloped b the author the data transferred into the e cel sheet is first changed into the
mat format.
In the literature se eral a elet basis functions such as Haar s Daubechies
Coiflets and Symmlets etc. are a ailable. One should select the mother a elet
carefull to approximate and capture the transient spikes of the original signal. Mother
a elet ·11 not on! determine ho ell one estimates the original signal in terms of
the shape of the spikes but also it will affect the frequenc spectrum of the de-noised
signal. Some of the desirable properties of the basis functions are good time-frequenc
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localizations arious degrees of smoothness and large number of anishing moments.
Although the Haar a elet algorithm has the ad antage of being simple to compute with
compact support and easier to understand it does not ha e better time frequenc
localization. Further it is unsuitable for representing classes of smoother functions due to
its discontinuities. The Daubechies algorithm has a slight! higher computational
o erhead and is conceptuall more complex. Since the transformation using the
Daubechies mother a elet 0 erlaps be een the iterations that 0 erlap allo s the
Daubechies algorithm to pick up detail that is missed b the Haar a elet algorithm. The
most widel used a elet is the Daubechies basis function. The Haar s filter is best
suited to represent step signals or piecewise constant signals hereas the Daubechies
filter is better for smoother signals.
-
F-Way."t function psi
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Figure 4.6 Plot of Daubechies other Wavelet Function (db5)
Figures 4.6 to 4.11 illustrate a sample test data processing procedure using the
abo ementioned graphical options. In this signal processing the Daubechies mother
a elet (db5) and scale functions with Ie el fi e are used.
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Figure 4.7 Plot of Daubechies (5) Scale Function
Figure 4.8 Loaded Original Acoustic Emission Signal Obtained in HS2 with the
Horizontal Placement of ote-Sensor
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sing the dialog bo shown in the Figure 4.8 one can select the a elet mother
function and the number of Ie els required to anal ze the signal. Once the anal sis is
completed using the selected mother a elet the same dialog box can be used for the de-
noising process. sing different displa modes one can ie the different modes of
synthesized signal to define the threshold alues. Defining an appropriate threshold alue
is one of the crucial steps in 01 ed in the de-noising process. Therefore the user has to
carefull re ie the synthesized signal and adjust the threshold alue in order to omit the
loss of an useful information.
DNT : Wavelet Tree
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Figure 4.9 Wavelet Tree and Approximation at Level Five Obtained for HS2 with
the Horizontal Placement of Mote-Sensor
Figure 4.9 is one of the built-in displa windo s used to erify the approximate
plot of the signal at Ie el fi e. B changing the number of Ie els and the mother a elet
one can refme the approximate s nthesized signal based on judgment. De-synthesis of the
signal (s) into aj and djcoefficients (Figure 4.9) is described in detail in Chapter 2
(Section 2.7).
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Figure 4.10 Approximate and Detail Coefficient Plot for Test 5 with the Horizontal
Placement of Mote-Sensor
The options shown in Figure 4.10 can be used to obtain the compressed and denoised
signals.
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Figure 4.11 Plots of Detail Coefficients with De- oised Signal for HS2
Finall Figure 4.11 is used to adjust the threshold alues during the de-noising
process. One can adjust the threshold alue b observing the plots for detail coefficients
in order to anticipate with the rapid ariations. Figure 4.12 illustrates the de-noised signal
obtained using TLAB tool box with a e1et anal sis.
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Figure 4.12 Plot of De-noised Signal for HS2
4.3 Fast Fourier Transformation Using MATLAB
As part of the objecti es of this research the AE signals ere anal zed using Fast
Fourier Transforms and compared 'th the corresponding anal sis obtained from a elet
transfonnation. TLAB built-in codes and codes de eloped b the author ha e been
used to complete task.
The following steps ere folIo ed in the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT):
1. Export the signals into Excel spreadsheet and rearrange them into column ector
2. Load the ector using the TLAB programming language,
3, Obtain the FFT of the loaded data (X) and obtain the results of the transformed
complex ector
4. Calculate the magnitude of the complex ector
5. Plot the estimated magnitudes of the complex ector ersus frequenc (Figure
4.13).
6. From the plot in step 5 identify the range hich should be remo ed from the
transfonnation.
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7. Replace the selected range of the comple ectors ith zeros.
8. Obtain in erse Fourier transform (Z).
9. B obtaining the real part of ector (Z) reconstruct the de-noised signal (Figure
4.14).
Among the steps described abo e the step 7 is the most important one. Using FFT a
signal is transformed from the time domain to the frequenc domain. In the frequenc
domain the 10 frequenc components contain most of the information (approximation).
This is shown b the large peak in the amplitude en elope (Figure 4.14) calculated from
the transformed signal. On the other hand the background noise from surrounding is
ide band dominated b high frequenc components. This is shown b small peak in the
amplitude en elope (Figure 4.14) calculated from the transformed signal. If the signal
does not contain an background noise the amplitude en elope of high frequenc
component of the signal is ery close to zero. Therefore the selection of an appropriate
range of the transformed ector using Figure 4.14 to introduce zeros in a certain
frequenc range is a crucial step in order to omit the loss of useful information. Po er
spectral density (Figure 4.13) is one of the useful methods to select the dominant
frequencies of a signal.
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Figure 4.13 Sample Plot of Power Spectral Density Versus Frequency
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4.4 Comparison of Filtered Signals Obtained sing Wa elet with that ofFFT
All the test data obtained from shearing the soil ith the horizontal and ertical
placement of AE mote-sensor are de-noised using both the a elet transform and FFT.
Figures 4.16 to 4.21 illustrate the comparison of de-noised signals obtained with
horizontal placement of sensor and Figures 4.24 to 4.29 illustrate the comparison of de-
noised signals obtained ·th ertical placement of the sensor.
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Figure 4.16 De-noised Signal sing Wa elet and FFT (Test HFl)
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Figure 4.17 De-noised Signal Using Wavelet and FFT (Test HF2)
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avelet and FFT (fest HF3)
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Figures 4.16 to 4.18 illustrate the de-noised signals obtained with a relati el fast
rate of shearing .th horizontal placement of sensor. ignals de-noised using FFT and
a elets folIo the same pattern. In all three tests the maximum positi e peak AE alue
occurs within the fIrst 35 seconds of the testing period. Also the maximum peak alues
are higher than 0.5V.
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Figure 4.19 De-noised Signal Using Wavelet and FFT (fest HS1)
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Figure 4.20 De-noised Signal
Figures 4.19 to 4.20 illustrate the de-noised signals obtained ·th a relati el slo
rate of shearing ·th horizontal placement of sensor. ignals de-noised using FFT and
a elet folIo the same pattern. In both tests the maximum positi e peak AE alue
occurs after 40 seconds of the testing period. Also the maximum peak alues are higher
than 0.03V.
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Figure 4.21 De-noised Signal sing Wa elet and FFT (Test S)
Figure 4.21 illustrates the de-noised signals obtained with no shearing with
horizontal placement of the sensor. In this case the maximum peak alue is less than
0.02V. It is observed that there is a significant difference in terms ofAE peak alue
obtained with and ithout shearing. Under no shear condition there is no isible AE
peak acti ities recorded.
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Figure 4.22 AE Signals Obtained with Horizontal Placement of the Sensor Filtered
sing a elet Analysis
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Figure 4.23 AE Signals Obtained with Horizontal Placement of the Sensor Filtered
singFFT
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Figures 4.25 to 4.26 illustrate the de-noised signals obtained ith a relati el slo
rate of shearing with ertical placement of sensor. Signals de-noised using FFT and
a elet folIo the same pattern. In both tests the maximum positi e peak AE alue
occurs after 60 seconds of the testing period. Also the maximum peak alues are higher
than 0.04V.
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Figure 4.27 De-noised Signal Using Wavelet and FFT (Test VFl)
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Figure 4.28 De-noised Signal sing Wa elet and FFT (Test VF2)
Figures 4.27 to 4.28 illustrate the de-noised signals obtained with a relati el fast
rate of shearing with ertical placement of sensor. Signals de-noised using FFT and
a elet folIo the same pattern. Also the maximum peak alues are higher than 0.04V.
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Figure 4.29 illustrates the de-noised signals obtained ith no shearing ith
ertical placement of the sensor. In this case the maximum positi e peak alue is less
than O.025V. It is observed that there is a significant difference in terms of AE peak alue
obtained .th and .thout shearing.
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Figure 4.30 AE Signals Obtained with Vertical Placement of the Sensor Filtered
Using Wavelet
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Figure 4.31 AE Signals Obtained with Vertical Placement of the Sensor Filtered
singFFT
As seen in Figures .22 and 4.23 as ell as Figures 4.30 and 4.31 the signals
filtered using FIT and a elet folIo the same pattern and more or less coincide with
each other. In both cases of horizontal and ertical placement of the sensors ho e er
one can distinguish the difference between the abo e 0 anal sis hen the signal
contains rapid changes. One can observe ho the FFT smoothens the signals here er
the data contains rapid changes hereas the a elet anal sis pro ides a clearer ie of
the spikes or rapid changes of AE. oreo er it is found that a elet anal sis is a less
time consuming approach than FFT.
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Figure 4.33 Plot ofaximum Amplitude of AE Signals with the Vertical Placement
of ote-Sensor for Different Rate of Shearing
Figures 4.32 and 4.33 represent the maximum positi e amplitudes and the
absolute alues of the maximum negati e amplitudes obtained during testing with
horizontal and ertical placements of the mote-sensor respecti el for different rates of
shearing. Furthermore Figures 4.32 and 4.33 clearl sho that the maximum amplitudes
of AE signals recei ed are greater than the maximum amplitude that is obtained during
the no shear condition. These maximum amplitudes are also higher than 0.1 V under
shearing in both horizontal and ertical placement of the sensor. In addition for both the
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horizontal and ertical placement of the sensor the a erage maximum positi e
amplitudes obtained during the faster rate of shearing seem to be slight! higher than that
of slo er rate of shearing (Figure 4.34).
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Figure 4.34 Plot of Average aximum Amplitude of AE Signal with Slow and Fast
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Figure 4.35 Plot Ofaximum Positi e and Absolute aximum of egati e Peak
Values Obtained From De-noised Signals Using Wavelet and FFT
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Figure .35 sho s the peak alues obtained from the de-noised signals using
a elet and FFT. E cept in HFI the peak alues obtained from de-noised signals using
FFT are smaller than the peak alues obtained from de-noised signals using a elet.
ince these peak alues depend on the threshold alues used in a elet anal sis and the
cut-off range (number of zeros introduced) in the FFT anal sis it is difficult to obtain a
definiti e relation be een the peak alues. As shown in Figures 4.32 4.33 and 4.35 the
positi e peak alues obtained from the original signals and the filtered signals using FFT
and a elet are larger for the faster rate of shearing than for the slo er rate of shearing.
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Figure 4.36 Plot of Time at Which the Positive aximum Amplitude Recorded for
Different Tests
The time taken for the occurrence of maximum amplitude is obtained from the de-
noised signals using FFT and a elet. From Figure 4.36 the occurrence of the
maximum positi e spikes (peak amplitude) in the faster rate of shearing is quicker than in
the slo er rate of shearing. This trend is observed for both horizontal and ertical
placement of the sensors.
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Figure 4.37 Plot of Time Taken For Occurrence of Initial Visible Peak Amplitude in
Different Tests
From Figure 4.37 it can be concluded that there is no correlation between the
initiation of positi e and negati e initial isible peak AE acti ities in each test with
different rates of shearing. Ho e er the initial AE acti ities begin sooner in the faster
rate of shearing than in the slo er rate of shearing. This is observed in both horizontal
and ertical placement of the mote-sensor. The AE data obtained from this stud sho s
that there are se eral isible AE peak alues recorded before the reach their maximum
AE alues. This beha ior ould lead one to obtain an earl arning of the soil rno ernent
ell in ad ance of the actual rno ement.
4.5 Comparison between Data Obtained from Chemical echanical Planarization
(CMP) and Delamination Processes
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Figure 4.38 Sample Plot of AE Signal from Polishing and Delamination Process
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B comparing Figures 4.1 and 4.38 one can recognize the AE signal obtained
from the shear test to be basicall similar to the AE signal obtained during the process of
polishing of a computer chip. In both cases friction is the major cause of acoustic
emission. ince the amplitude of the AE signal obtained during the delamination of
computer chips is higher than in the polishing process the signal obtained during the
delamination process has sudden peak alues. In soils delamination is analogous to shear
failure of soil after the peak shear alue is reached. This particular situation can be clearl
observed in Figure 4.1.
4.6 Comparison Between the Experimental Plot of Shear Force Versus Time and
Plot Obtained Using AE Signals
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Figure 4.39 Sample Plots of Shear Force Versus Time and AE Versus Time
From Figure 4.39 one can conclude that the maximum AE acti ity seems to be
happening around the time at hich the soil reaches its peak stress. Since shear force
ersus time and AE ersus time data ere obtained from completel different tests it can
not be direct! correlated. Ho e er in both cases one can observe the time-lag between
the peak alues.
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4.7 Suggestion for Future Work
Following suggestions can be offered for the enhancement of the AE signal obtained
from shear tests:
1. Introduce a pre-amplifier:
The output signal from the acoustic emission sensor is picall of ery 10
magnitude and hence the signal-to-noise ratio (8 ) is relati el small. A pre-
amplifier boosts this signal to a higher oltage to enable it to be sent down
through the cables without suffering from further attenuation or being
significant! affected b the electronic background noise.
2. Introduce a differential sensor with digital oscilloscope hich pro ides 0 input
channels:
The differential sensor can be used to capture the e temal noise and eliminate
that noise from the signal obtained from AE sources in a real time basis.
Ho e er to introduce this sensor one has to ha e a data acquisition s stem with
a minimum of two channels.
3. Introduce a band pass ftIter:
The band pass filter remo es un anted frequencies and known sources of
background noise from known sources. A band pass filter can be selected to
complement the sensor in producing a refined signal.
4. Increase the sampling rate:
Increasing sampling rate pro ides more details of the captured signal. It helps
one to identify the natural frequenc of the AE signal. B knowing the frequenc
of the acoustic emission one can select suitable sensors and a band pass filter for
accurate data acquisition s stem.
5. Introduce a data acquisition s stem hich can control the triggering alue
oltage:
B introducing an appropriate triggering alue one can reduce the number of
un anted data captured b the AE sensors.
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CHAPTER 5
CO CL SIO S
5.1 Conclusions
Acoustic emission acti ities depend on the release of energ as transient elastic a es
emanating from the stressed materials. An experimental stud as performed in this
research on cohesionIess soil to sho that the acoustic emission (AE) acti ities result
upon direct shearing of soil. The testing as conducted at two different rates of shearing
and with horizontal and ertical orientation of a mote-sensor especiall designed to sense
AE signals. The original signals ere filtered using both Fast Fourier Transform and
a elet anal sis.
According to the data obtained from the AE mote-sensor under direct shear the
number ofAE e ents and their amplitudes increase ith time and reach peak alues
before graduall diminishing to ards the end of shearing. The folIo .ng additional
conclusions can be drawn from the test results:
1. Comparison of AE signals obtained from shearing and no shear conditions
re ealed that a significant amount of AE acti ity is created for fast shearing rates
bile the sand as being sheared.
2. Comparison of AE signals obtained from fast rates of shearing and slo rates of
shearing conditions re ealed that the 10 frequency acoustic emission acti ity is
onI significant under fast rates of shearing and it seems to occur around the time
at hich the soil mobilizes its peak shear stress.
3. Visible AE acti ity hich is due to particle relocations can be observed ell
before the AE acti ity produces rapid changes and the maximum peak AE alues.
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4. The occurrence of the initial isible AE peak alues as ell as the maximum
positi e peak amplitude is quicker in fast rates of shearing hen compared to that
in slo rates of shearing.
5. Comparison of AE signals obtained from the tests performed under different rates
of shearing sho ed that the positi e peak alues obtained ·th relati el faster
rates of shearing are significant! greater than that obtained with slo er rates of
shearing perhaps due to the release of more elastic energy in rapid shearing.
6. The filtered signals ere obtained using the FFT and a elet anal sis. The
energ lost in both cases is more or less the same. Typicall the results obtained
from these 0 anal ses folIo ed the same pattern· ho e er FFT smoothens the
curve here er rapid changes occur hereas the a elet approach retains the
observed spikes in the original signal. Especiall for large amounts of ra data,
a elet anal sis approach is more efficient because it ields more accurate
filtered signals and also consumes less time for the filtering process.
7. When AE signals obtained after de-noising and the original signals are
considered it is observed that the peak AE alues obtained using FFT is smaller
than that obtained from a elet anal sis. Since the peak alues depend on the
appropriate threshold alue selected in a elet anal sis and the cut-off introduced
in the FFT one needs to be a are of the sensiti ity of the threshold alue used in
a elet anal sis and the cut-off in FFT.
8. The discrete a elet transformation (D T) algorithm pro ides a fast and
efficient means of anal sis. The a elet decomposition of a time series offers a
ariety of applications on statistical signal anal sis not on! on periodical signals
here Fourier transformation is typicall used but also in the anal sis of transient
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pe signals. It can be concluded that the a elet transform is a relati el fast
eas and effecti e tool for filtering and de-noising acoustic emission signals.
5.2 Limitations of the Test
1. s seen in the po er spectral density (PSD) obtained ith a relati el small
sampling rate the dominant frequenc range of the signal is ery 10 (less than
1Hz). Ho e er since the sampling rate used in the e periments as small it
cannot be concluded that the dominant frequenc of acoustic emission is less than
1Hz. If one uses a much higher sampling rate one rna perhaps obtain a PSD with
another range dominated b higher frequenc AE signals.
2. The shear force ersus time plots obtained from fast and slo rates of shearing
sho that there is a significant time-lag be een the occurrences of shear failure.
ince the shear force ersus time and the acoustic emission ersus time plots ere
obtained using complete! different tests the peak AE and peak shear force
obtained cannot be correlated. B introducing an e perimental setup hich
includes both a load cell and an AE sensor one could come up ith a correlation
be een the occurrences of peak AE and shear failure of the soil.
3. From the filtered signals one can clearl observe the occurrence of peak AE
acti ity. Though the original signals sho some initial isible peaks one cannot
clearl identify them from the filtered signals probabl due to their high
frequenc . Thus the implementation of this AE technique in a real time soil
mo ement monitoring s stem rna be difficult ithout more extensi e laboratory
experimentation and data anal sis.
5.3 Potential Practical Applications
Detection of Acoustic Emission (AE) signals is potentiall useful for real time
monitoring of impending landslides here the failure planes are predetermined. ince the
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field data is generall contaminated b a large amount of surrounding noise differential
sensors must be introduced in order to eliminate the noise. On the other hand hen an
AE monitoring s stem is implemented in the field' one could e pect a large number of
AE signals. Therefore a prior kno ledge of the AE frequenc at earl shearing stages
can be used ·th sophisticated filtering techniques like a elet anal sis in real time de-
noising of the recorded signals.
To enhance the effecti eness of the monitoring s stem an AE monitoring s stem
can be combined ith other traditional monitoring s stems hich use altemati e
triggering factors such as moisture content pore ater pressure suction and soil
displacement. Thus an appropriate monitoring s stem can be designed depending on the
geologic conditions of the site.
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Appendix A: Plots of Data with Filtered Signals
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Figure A.I Plot of HFI with Filtered Signal sing Wavelet
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Appendix A: (Continued)
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Figure A.2 Plot of HF2 with Filtered Signal Using Wavelet
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Appendix A: (Continued)
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Figure A.3 Plot of HF3 with Filtered Signal sing Wavelet
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Appendix A: (Continued)
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Figure A.4 Plot ofHSl with Filtered Signal sing Wa elet
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Appendix A: (Continued)
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Figure A.5 Plot of HS2 with Filtered Signal sing Wavelet
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Appendix A: (Continued)
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Figure A.6 Plot of S with Filtered Signal Using Wavelet
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Appendix A: (Continued)
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Figure A.7 Plot of with Filtered Signal sing Wa elet
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Appendix A: (Continued)
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Figure A.8 Plot ofVSl with Filtered Signal Using Wavelet
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Appendix A: (Continued)
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Figure A.9 Plot of VS2 with Filtered Signal
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Appendix A: (Continued)
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Appendix A: (Continued)
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Figure A.II Plot ofVF2 with Filtered Signal sing Wa elet
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